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Abstract 
Data visualization techniques are essential in large data mining process because of 
their involvement of direct human interactions. Dynamic interaction is recognized as a 
critical component for very large, multidimensional data analysis. Most of the visualization 
tools available today can provide only static displays of large data set. We present a 
visualization tool, Limn Matrix, in this thesis. Limn Matrix uses scatterplot matrix display 
because of its power effectiveness in exploring relationships between multiple variables. 
Limn Matrix uses a density transformation to solve the overpiotting problem associated with 
using scatterplot with large data set. Overplotting counts are transformed to shades of grays 
in the density transformation. We developed an indexing structure for Limn Matrix to allow 
dynamic interactions between scatterplots. Records in a large data set are mapped to the 
density counts of the plots through these new indexes. By combining sampling techniques 
with our indices, Limn Matrix can reduce the number of data cases and provide support for 
real-time interaction with large, multidimensional data. 
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1. Introduction 
With advancement in modern techniques, especially the rapid development of 
computer technologies, the volume of data people own today is dramatically increased. 
Finding valuable information from this enormous volume of data, however, is a task full of 
challenges. Keim (2001) pointed out that human interaction and general knowledge is 
essential in the data mining process, especially when the data size is large. Data visualization 
techniques present data in graphical form and allow direct human interaction in the 
exploration process. As a result, these techniques give users not only an overview of the data, 
but also the flexibility of finding out the details they are interested in. 
A number of methods have been applied to visually display the data. Traditional 
visualization methods, like line graphs, histograms, x-y plots and x-y-z plots etc., use basic 
visualization principles to display data in a 2D/3D space. Figure 1 shows three two 
dimensional displays for the forest elevation data. Two kinds of forest cover types' elevations 
are shown in these three displays. 
Elevation 
~prwce~Fir 










Figure 1: Two dimensional displays for forest elevation data (two forest cover types) 
a) Multiple line graph 
b) Histogram 
c) Scatterplot 
These traditional methods are widely used in analysis of small, simple dimensional 
data sets. However, as the dimensions of the data increase and the size of data gets large, the 
use of these methods is greatly limited. 
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A great deal of research has been carried out during the past few decades to visualize 
multi-dimensional data. Andrews' Curve (Andrew, 1972) applied a curve line function on N-
dimensional data to project the N-dimensions down to two. Inselberg and Dimsdale (1990) 
presented the famous parallel coordinates technique, which uses n parallel axes to map the n 
data dimensions. Results of applying Andrew's curve and parallel coordinates methods on a 
Iris data (three types of flowers) are illustrated in Figure 2 (Hoffman and Grinstein, 2001). 
Many other mechanisms, like color (Farrel, 1988), shape (Dupont and Plummer 2003), icon 
(Herman, 1973, Pickett and Grinstein, 1988), and even sound (Bovbjerg, Granum and Nagel, 
2003), have been used to visualize large, multi-dimensional data. 
a b 
Figure 2: Multidimensional data displays for Iris data (3 types of flowers) 
a) Andrew's Curve 
b) Parallel Coordinates 
A grid of two-dimensional displays is a standard way of displaying multidimensional 
data in two-dimensional space. A grid of scatterplots, a scatterplot matrix, provides 
visualization for each dimension versus every other dimension. Figure 3 shows a scatterplot 
matrix for forest elevation data with three different forest cover types. Diagonal and reverse 
plots are ignored in this display. 
While this body of work has greatly enhanced the tools for visualizing data, they still 
suffer from the fact that they do not perform very well as the volume and dimensionality of 
the data increases. A problem caused directly by large data set is that it becomes very hard to 
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Figure 3: Scatterplot matrix display for forest elevation data (three forest cover types) 
explore the data dynamically. As a result, there are not many tools available today for 
visualizing large, multidimensional data set. Additionally, most of the tools that available can 
provide only static displays. Many useful interactions, like controls over transformation 
parameters and selections of subset data, are missing from most of these tools. 
In this thesis, we present a tool to bridge this gap. The tool, Limn Matrix, provides 
interactive visualization for large, multidimensional data set. Our design focuses on 
scatterplot matrices to display multidimensional data, due to scatterplot's effectiveness in 
identifying the relationships between variables. A scatterplot matrix by itself doesn't solve 
the problem of handling large data set. Using a screen real estate based indexing system and 
combining sampling techniques with the indexing, Limn Matrix supports several real-time 
user interactions. In the remaining of this thesis we look at the design and implementation of 
the new tool. Chapter 2 presents some background. Limn Matrix and its features are 
discussed in chapter 3. A testbed and results of the use of Limn Matrix to analyze the test bed 
data are given in chapter 4. Concluding remarks and some future considerations are given in 
chapter 5. 
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2. Background and Related Works 
2.1 Scatterplots and Their Limitations 
Scatterplots are widely used 2 dimensional plots. By plotting one variable against the 
other in a 2D space, the patterns of dependence and deviations from dependence between a 
variable pair can be easily identified. Scatterplot matrix layouts multiple scatterplots in a grid 
when more than two dimensions of data are plotted. An N-dimensional data set will form a 
matrix of N*(N-1)/2 Scatterplots. Laying out scatterplots of any two dimensions in a matrix 
helps to reveal the relationships between the variable pairs. In addition, user interactions, like 
brushing and subset coloring, provide users extra insights on the relationship between 
multiple dimensions (Becker and Cleveland 1987a). 
. A scatterplot can display a small set of data without problems. However, viewing 
large data sets with Scatterplots brings two major challenges: 
1) Massive overplotting of points 
When a scatterplot is displayed on a computer screen, its size is limited by the 
screen's resolution. The smallest plotting unit on a screen is a single screen pixel. Wei call 
such a unit a plotting bin. When the size of data gets large, many data points will fall in the 
same bins. Since a screen pixel can be set as either on or off, it becomes hard to tell the bins 
with many data points from the ones with only one data point plotted in them. This is the 
problem of overplotting with large data set. Trends and relationship between variables are. 
very hard to identify when overplotting happens. 
Overplotting happens whenever the data size is much larger than the total number of 
bins of a plot. For instance, if we have a data set with one million cases and want to plot it 
into a plot it to a 100 by 100 bins scatterplot, then on average, each bin will have 
1,000,000/ 10,000=100 data points. The overplotting levels at different bins are varied based 
on the distribution of the data. Figure 4(a) shows an overplotted scatterplot, where the density 
information is completely lost compared to the real distribution of the data in Figure 4(b). 
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a b 
Figure 4: Overplotting problem of scatterplots with large data set (one million cases) 
a) Overplotted scatterplot losses density information. 
b) Real distribution of the data has three high density regions. 
2) Slow Brush and Link 
Interactive bYushing and linking is a critical technique for scatterplot matrices. By 
drawing a rectangle on one of the plots in a matrix, the subset data covered by the rectangle 
is retrieved. The subset is then plotted on each other plots in the matrix. This technique 
allows scatterplot matrices to explore the data set dynamically, and discover the relationships 
between multiple dimensions more effectively (Becker and Cleveland 1987a). The example 
in Figure 5 illustrates a brush of over 50,000 data points from 1 million data cases with 4 
variables. The subset data is plotted in blue in both Figures 5(a) and 5(b). 
a b 
Figure 5: Brush and link of scatterplots with large data set (one million cases, 4 variables) 
a) Over 50,000 points are brushed in earl/var2 plot. 
b) The subset data is plotted in the var2/var3 plot. 
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Brush and link deal directly with data subsets. As the volume of the data set 
increases, data subsets' sizes tend to increasing as well. Extracting and processing large 
subsets are time and space consuming. When it takes tool long to handle large subsets of 
data, the linking _and brushing technique tends to lose its value of dynamic querying for 
scatterplot matrices. 
We tested some traditional statistical analysis software, Microsoft Excel, JMP and R, 
with a simulated data set which has 500,000 cases and 5 variables. It turned out that Excel 
cannot load more than 65,536 rows (cases). JMP and R can fully load the data set, but took 
several minutes to display the scatterplot matrix. In addition, neither JMP nor R allows the 
use of subset brushing. 
2.2 Density Plots 
Many works have been dedicated to solve the overplotting problem of scatterplot. 
Scott (1982) used a 3D bivariate histogram to represent the frequency of overlapping points 
in heights of 3D bars. Histograms generated in this way are usually not smooth, making it 
difficult to grasp the true structure of the data (Silverman 1986). Averaged shifted histograms 
smooth the shape of bivariate histograms (Stigler 1986 and Scott 1992). Perspective views or 
contour plots of density estimation constructed from continuous kernels are also believed to 
provide a better picture of the data distribution (Silverman 1986). Using a flattened histogram 
with grayscale density or contour plot is another approach to solve the overplotting problem. 
Cleveland and McGill introduced the sunflower plot to encode the count of overplotting 
points in a bin to number of petals of a sunflower (Cleveland and McGill 1984). Motivated 
by the sunflower plot, Carr et a1 (1987) proposed hexagonal bins which reduce density 
estimate bias compared to square bins. In addition they suggested using gray scale and colors 
to represent data density. Huang et. al (1997) proposed a similar idea in their variable-
resolution bivariate plot. In 2003 Dupont and Plummer proposed a variant of sunflower plot, 
density distribution sunflower plot, by providing size and color controls over the sunflower 
(Dupont and Plummer, 2003). All of these approaches focus on static plots only. Huang's 
Varebi plots displayed 65,536 cases only in a static way. Dupont's density distribution 
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sunflower plot provides control over sunflowers' size and color, but handled only thousands 
of cases. 
2.3 Data Indexes 
Index mechanisms are designed to provide quick lookup for data set entries. They 
store keys associated with data records, and maintains a structure to support search 
operations. Any data attributes can be used for index creation. Based on the number of 
attributes involved, we can have either single attribute indexes or multiple attribute indexes. 
Tree based indexes are classic single attribute indexes. The B tree indexes and its 
variants (Comer 1979) organize data in a hierarchical manner. B tree provides a balanced tree 
structure, and preoperatively stores data in its nodes. Because B tree usually stores the whole 
records in its nodes (Elmasri and Navathe, 2000), they are seldom used for large data set. B+ 
tree, as an improvement of B tree, stores data pointers only in its leaf nodes. The internal 
nodes of a B+ tree are used to store the search values and node pointers. Leaf nodes of a B+ 
tree are usually linked together to provide ordered access to the data records. 
Hash based indexes use hash function to directly locate the data pointers stored in a 
bucket (or in an overflow bucket). Static hashing uses no overflow bucket. This could result 
in long overflow chains and makes performance degraded. To solve this problem, Litwin 
proposed the idea of dynamic hashing, virtual hashing, in 1978. In his 1980's paper, Litwin 
refined his virtual hashing algorithm and described it as a model of linear hashing. Linear 
hashing uses overflow buckets and spites buckets in a linear order. Around the same time, 
Fagin et. al (1979). proposed the model of extendible hashing. Extendible hashing uses 
directory of pointers to buckets, doubles the number of buckets by doubling the directory, 
and splits buckets only when overflowed. Hashing function can be used regardless of the 
number attributes used in the key. In partitioned hashing, hashing functions are applied on 
multiple attributes. The results are then combined as a key to locate data records. 
During the past a few decades, multiple keys indexes for spatial data has drawn a lot 
of attentions. Spatial data, like geographic maps, tends to be complex (involving points and 
geometry shapes) and large. Search on spatial data usually involves more than one key 
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attribute. Some early proposals use multi-dimensional hashing (Ouksel and Schuermann, 
1983) to support equality queries on spatial data. Because of the limitation of hashing 
indexes, this approach cannot support range searches, which are quite important in spatial 
data operations. Various approaches on tree based multi-dimensional index have been 
developed to address the capability of range searches. The R tree technique, which was 
proposed by Guttman in 1984, groups together spatial objects that are in close proximity to 
the same tree leaf nodes. The major problem of R trees is the problem of having objects with 
overlapping spatial areas that result in multiple search paths. Variations of the R tree, like 
the R+ tree (Sellis, Roussopoulos, and Faloutsos; 1987) and the R* tree (Beckmann, Kriegel, 
Schneider and Seeger, 1990), tried to solve this problem in different ways. Quadtree and its 
variations are other approaches for spatial indexes. Quadtrees (Hunter 1978) recursively 
divides the spatial search space into equally sized sub spaces based on four directions, l~fW, 
NE, SE and SW. Each sub-region is then processed to identify the positions of various 
objects. 
2.4 Sampling for Large Data Cases Reduction 
Discovering information from large data sets requires time and effort. In most cases 
people are not looking for the exact answers, but rather an :understanding of the data. Often 
approximate answers are sufficient for people to gain an understanding of a large data set. 
Data reduction is crucial in large data set exploration. As Olken, Rotem and Xu (1990) 
argued, using sampling as a data reduction technique has the most advantages in saving 
retrieval and post-processing costs for large data sets exploration. 
Random sampling is the most commonly used sampling technique in data mining 
applications. To draw a random sample from a data set, each observation has the identical 
selection probability. The random sampling technique ignores the weight difference between 
the observations. The power of representative is lost when the data sets are highly skewed 
(Palmer and Faloutsos, 2000). Figure 6 illustrates a data set with 10,000 points. The two 
groups, A and B, have 100 and 9,900 points respectively. While points in group B spread 
over a larger region, group A's points are more condensed. The density value (number of 
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A (100) ~~ ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Figure 6: Data set with biased densities 
points /spreading region area) of group A is 4 time higher than group B's. Applying random 
sampling, a 1 % sample of this data set would expect to draw 9,900* 1 % = 99 points from 
group B, while only 100* 1 %=1 point from group A. With so few number of points in the 
sample, group A can be easily ignored even though it has higher density. 
Density biased sampling can draw adequate number of points from small clusters in 
the sample by determining the drawing probability of a given point on its local density of the 
data set (Nanopoulos, Theodoridis and Manolopoulos, 2002). 
Palmer and Faloutsos (2000} proposed an improved sampling method, Density Biased 
Sampling, to sample data set with biased densities. Points in a same group share the same 
selection probability, i.e., points are random selected within a group. Selection probabilities 
between groups are varied. A group's common selection probability,.. Pi, is determined by the 
total sample size, M, each group's size, n~, and a biased factor e, 
M 
P1 = e k 1-e 
~nl~ X ~ j=0 ~n~ 
(1) 
where e is between 0.0 —1.0. 
Using the density biased sampling formula in (1) to draw a sample of 100 points from 
the data set in figure 6, we get the results shown in Table 1. 











A 100 1 9 28 50 
B 9,900 99 91 72 50 
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When e = 0, points in all groups have the same probability of being selected. A 
random sample is drawn in this case. As e grows, the probability of selecting points from 
small groups increases, while the probability of drawing points from large groups decreases. 
When a gets to 1, sample points are evenly divided to all data groups regardless of the size of 
the groups. 
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3. Limn Matrix 
Dynamic interaction is recognized as a critical component for very large, 
multidimensional data analysis. Available tools supporting such interactions are rare. We 
present a visualization tool, Limn Matrix, in this chapter. Limn Matrix uses scatterplot matrix 
display because of its power effectiveness in exploring relationships between multiple 
variables. Limn Matrix uses a density transformation to solve the overplotting problem 
associated with using scatterplot with large data set. Overplotting counts are transformed to 
grayscale values to solve this problem. We developed an indexing structure for Limn Matrix 
to allow dynamic interactions between scatterplots. Records in a large data set are mapped to 
the density counts of the plots through these new indexes. By combining sampling techniques 
with our indices, Limn Matrix can reduce the number of data cases and provide support for 
real-time interaction with large, multidimensional data. The functionality of Limn Matrix is 
overviewed in the first section of this chapter, and the components which support these 
functions are discussed in detail in the second section. 
3.1 Functionality Overview 
3.1.1 Matrix View and Zoom Window 
Limn Matrix displays multidimensional data in a scatterplot matrix format. Plots of 
each dimension versus every other dimension are organized in a matrix grid. Diagonal plots 
(plot of a dimension against itsel f and reverse plots (plot of the same dimensional pair 
plotted in a reversed order) are ignored in the matrix. A zoom window is provided by Limn 
Matrix to give users the option of zooming in or out on an individual plot in the matrix. Users 
can discover relationships between the variables from the matrix view, or focus on one plot 
through the zoom window to further analysis its distribution patterns. Figure 7 (a) shows the 
matrix display of a data set with one million cases and 5 variables. The matrix consists of 10 
plots. A 2x zoom in look of the var0 vs. varl plot is displayed in figure 7(b). 
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var0 varl varl var3 
a b 
Figure 7: Limn Matrix display for a simulated data set with 1 million cases and 
5 variables 
a) The matrix consists of 10 scatterplots to cover the 5 variables. 
b) The 2x zoom in display for the var0 vs. varl plot. 
3.1.2 Density Transformation Controls 
Limn Matrix uses density transformation to solve the overplotting problem. 
Overplotting counts are transformed to grayscale values through the transformation function 
grayscale =intercept X overplotting count . ~ower.
maximal overplotting count 
(2) 
High density points and low density points are then assigned with different shades of gray 
based on the transformation results. Regions with different overplotting counts can then be 
easily identified by the shades of gray. 
Users are provided with controls over the two transformational parameters, power and 
intercept. Figure 8 shows the interface of the control panel. Users can bring the panel up by 
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focusing on an individual plot in the matrix. The histogram below the transformation curve 
reveals the distribution of a plot's overplotting counts. The transformed density distribution 
is displayed by the histogram along the gradient bar. 
~rar0 : ►rar 1 
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Figure 8: Density transformation control panel provides controls over the 
transformation parameters. 
Changes from a series of three adjustments on the power value are showed in Figure 
9. The focused plot is the var0 vs. earl plot for the data with 1 million cases and 5 variables 
(the matrix view of the data set is illustrated in Figure 7 (a). Highly overplotted regions are 
transformed to light grey, while regions with low overplotted points are transformed to dark 
grey. When the power is set to 1, we can find three high density regions from the lower 
cluster in Figure 9. By decreasing the power value to 0.6, the center of the higher cluster 
appears to be in a lighter grey than the surrounding areas, which indicates another relatively 
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high density region. A much smaller power value 0.2 confirms that our analysis. In addition 
to the three obvious high density regions in the lower cluster, the upper cluster also has a 
high density region which is located at its center. 
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Figure 9: Changes on var0 vs. varl plot from a serial adjustment on power 
The other transformation parameter, intercept, is used to set the lightest shade of grey 
for the transformation. The color system we used can recognize 256 different levels of grey. 
Setting intercept = 255 allows the most condensed regions to be completely white, while 
other intercept values (254 - 0) make those regions much darker. Figure 10 showed 3 
intercept settings from 0 to 25 5 . Power = 0.5 is used for all the three changes. The smallest 
intercept value, intercept = 0, set all the non-empty bins to be black, regardless of their 
overplotting difference. When intercept = 100, three high density regions appear in the lower 
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cluster. Then the highest intercept value, 255, is used, the high density area in the upper 
cluster becomes obvious as well. 
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Figure 10: Changes on var0 vs. varl plot from a serial adjustment on intercept 
Through adjustment on both of the two parameters, power and intercept, users can get 
their ideal contrast between high and low density regions of the plots. 
3.1.3 Contour View 
Limn Matrix provides users with the tools to focus on a certain overplotting level. 
Users can pick a single density value or a density value range by setting the choosing bars) 
across the transformation curve. Those points whose density values fall in the chosen range 
are then highlighted in the plots to form density contours. By sliding the bars) continuously, 
users get a dynamic contour view of the data. Figure 11 shows the same var0 vs. varl plot 
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from the data set with 1 million cases and 5 variables. A range of high density values is 
chosen in 11 (a), and a low density range is chosen in 11 (b). The selected points are 
highlighted in light blue in both Figure 11 (a) and (b). 
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Figure 11: Contour view on var0 vs. varl plot (simulated data with 1 million 
cases and 5 variables) 
a) Low density contour 
b) High density contour 
3.1.4 Subset Brushing 
Limn Matrix supports the brushing and linking operation. Users can enclose their 
region of interest on a plot in a rectangle. The resulting selected subset tuples are then 
retrieved from the data set and plotted over all other plots in the matrix. The subset control 
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panel provides the subset's information and controls over the subset's view mode. Figure 12 
shows the interface of the subset control panel. A subset's size is displayed in the count table. 
The color chooser and the slider bar besides it are designed for setting a subset's color and 
transparency level. 
~ u bset 
sample size 
allocation 
aaa p 4 i nts~p ire I 
equal 
tuple count pommel total 
full subset 1 ~94~ 1 ~~~5 
sampled subset 1 ~ 9 ~ 5 1 ~ ~ ~ 5 
~riev~rsubset shape 
sWbset 0 ~ ~ _ ... .A. •:.• 
Figure 12: Subset control panel provides subset's information and controls 
over the subset's view mode. 
A subset can be displayed in two modes in Limn Matrix. The two views are shape 
and density views respectively. The shape view focuses on the overall distribution of the 
subset data. All subset points are displayed in the same color regardless of their density 
differences. However, by adjusting the transparency level of the subset color, users can see 
through the subset and still be aware of the density distribution of the entire data set. In figure 
13, a subset of 17,945 tuples is brushed in the var0 vs. earl plot. The subset is displayed over 
all the plots in a shape view. Looking through transparent red, we can still see the high 
density regions for each plot. 
A density view displays the density distribution of a subset. The overplotting counts 
of a subset is transformed to a a-channel value through the transformation function 
subset density count 
a-channel value = ( ) X 255. 
whole data density count 
(3) 
Subset points with different overplotting levels are then assigned different transparent levels 
based on their a-channel values. As a result, high density subset points are darker than low 






tuple count pommel total 
full subset 17945 17045 
sampled subset 17945 17045 
r~ie~nr subset ;shape 
subset 0 ~ '..._.."..~.....'~...~.~.. _ 
Figure 13: Subset shape view allow user to see through the subset and get an 
understanding of both the subset's shape and the distribution of the entire data set. 
view fades out the color of the original plot. The subset is thus displayed on a white 
background, which makes it easy to identify the density differences of a subset. In Figure 14, 
the subset of 17,945 points is displayed in a density view over all the plots. High density 
points are plotted in dark red, while low density points are in light red. 
sample size 
allocation 
1000 ~~ pointsipixel 
equal ~ 
tuple count pommel total 
full subset 1794 17045 
sampled subset 17945 17945 
i 
vievw subset ~ highlighted densii~ ~~ 
Figure 14: Subset density view transforms the overplotting details of a subset to 
different transparency levels. 
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Limn Matrix supports displays of multiple subsets. Users can assign different colors 
to the subsets to compare the difference between their distributions. Using color blending 
technique, Limn Matrix can also display the common areas of the subsets. In Figure 15, two 
subsets are brushed in the var0 vs. earl plot. The first subset has 17,945 points, and is 
displayed in red. The other subset has 30,319 points, and is displayed in blue. The common 
areas of the two subsets are colored in purple, which is the blending result of red and blue. 
sample size ;2000 ~~  paintslpixel
allocation !equal 
tuple count pommel total 
full subset 30319 30319 
sampled subset 30319 30319 
view subset ~ shape 
subsea 0 ~  '°'~"° 
Figure 15: Multiple subset display and color blending for two subsets 
In the next section we look at the techniques that are used to create Limn Matrix 
3.2 Supporting Components 
3.2.1 Bin Number 
In the previous section, we defined the smallest plotting unit in a scatterplot as a 
plotting bin. The number of bins used for a plot directly affects the plotting result. A fewer 
numbers of bins will cause an increases in overplotting. More bins will result in more sparse 
areas, and larger sizes of the indexes. 
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We examined two existing optimal bin size rules, Scott's rule (Scott, 1979) and 
Freedman-Diaconis's rule (Freedman and Diaconis 1981). In the Scott's rule, the optimal bin 
size is decided by the formula 
h=3.56n"lam, (3) 
where h is the bin size, 6 is the standard deviation of the distribution, and n is the data size. 
In the Freedman and Diaconis's rule, the optimal bin size is decided by a similar formula 
where IQ is the interquartile range. 
We applied both of these two rules to data sets, whose sizes, n, are from 50 to 
10,000,000 cases. The data sets are assumed to be standard normal, N(0,1), and the 
interquartile range are assumed to be (-3,3). The result from the calculation is shown in table 
2. 







500,000 136 177 
1,000,000 171 223 
10,000,000 369 479 
Both Scott's and Freedman-Diaconis's rules suggest hundreds of bins for each 
dimension of a large data set. However, the resolution of a standard computer monitor is only 
1280* 1024 pixels. If we follow the optimal rules, there will not be enough space to 
accommodate all the plots in a matrix for data with multiple dimensions. Therefore, in our 
application of Limn Matrix, we choose at most 200 bins for each dimension as the 
compromise, and use only one pixel for each bin. 
3.2.2 Indexing 
In Limn Matrix, the overplotting counts over the plotting bins are transformed to the 
shades of grays. From the discussion in the previous section, we know that plots in Limn 
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Matrix use a fixed number of bins, at most 200 bins for each dimension. As a result, no 
matter how many data records are projected, Limn Matrix needs at most 40,000 overplotting 
counts to display the density view of its scatterplot. 
We use an indexing structure for Limn Matrix to record the overplotting counts. The 
indexes also store the pointers to the raw data entries for all the plotting bins. Given the bins 
of a subset, Limn Matrix can follow the data pointers and quickly locate the data records for 
the subset. 
Three files are used to build an index. They are the X index file, the Y index file and 
the ID index file. A plotting bin is decided by its x coordinate and y coordinate. We use the X 
index file to store the bins' x coordinates and Y index file to store their y coordinates. In the 
X index file, the non-empty bins' x coordinates, denoted as SSx, are recorded in increasing 
order. Along with each SSx, the X index file stores a pointer, pY, which points to a block of 
the Y index file. A block in the Y index file corresponds to a SSx. A Y file block lists y 
coordinates, SSy, for those non-empty bins which have the same SSx. For each SSy, the Y 
index file also stores a pointer, pID, which points to a ID index file block. Each ID file block 
then corresponds to a non-empty bin. Pointers to the raw data tuples, pTuple, are stored in the 
ID file blocks for these bins. The structure of the index files are illustrated in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16: Structure of the index files 
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The overplotting counts of a bin are represented by the number of pointers stored in a 
block of the ID file. Once the indexes are built, Limn Matrix can read the counts directly 
form the pre-built indexes. As a result, all the density transformation related user interactions, 
which include the matrix view, zoom window, contour view and controls over the two 
transformation parameters, can be executed by using only the index files. The pre-built 
indexes save the time of re-projecting the data, and therefore can provide real-time responses 
for these interactions. 
Limn Matrix uses the indexes to quickly locate the data records for a subset. One 
index is required for each plot. A subset query starts form drawing a rectangle on a 
scatterplot. Using the x coordinates, we can first find from the X index file their associated 
pointers. Following these pointers to the Y index file blocks, we can then check the y 
coordinates and find out the pointers to the ID index file blocks. Following these pointers we 
can then locate the queried tuples from the raw data file. The subset tuples are then retrieved 
and plotted over all plots in the matrix. Limn Matrix supports the interaction of subset 
brushing following this path. After a subset is retrieved, its overplotting counts are stored 
separately. Limn Matrix can then deals only with these counts to provide real-time responses 
to changes on subsets' colors or their displaying modes. 
3.2.3 Distributed Data 
Large data can be stored as a collection of separate files. It is often the case that 
scientific data collected from sensors or other digital devices are stored at different locations. 
The index we proposed in the previous section was designed to handle only a single data file. 
To visualize large distributed data sets, we need a mechanism which can integrate the 
information from all the distributed sets together. 
We add a merging layer to our indexes. The idea is to build single data indexes along 
with the separated data files, and then at the merging layer merge the separated indexes 
together to merged indexes. Information stored in the single data indexes are overplotting 
counts for a partial map projected from one separated data file. The merged indexes 
aggregate these counts based on which bins they belong to. The merged overplotting counts 
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then provide a completed map for the plots in the matrix. The structure of the two-layer 
indexes is illustrated in Figure 17. 
,~'idexes 1 Data Set 1 
Limn Matrix 
fi
..r,a~ ~r...f ' 't~ 
Merged Indexes 4,~r Indexes 2 Data Set 2 
Indexes k Data Set k 
Figure 17: Structure of the two-layer indexes for distributed data sets 
The merged indexes have also three files, merged X index file, merged Y index file 
and merged ID index file. The merged X index file records the x coordinates, Sx, for those 
non-empty bins in the merged map. Each Sx is associated with a pointer, pY, to a block in 
the merger Y index file. A block in the merged Y index file lists y coordinates, Sy, for those 
non-empty bins whose x coordinate is Sx. Along with each Sy, the merged Y index file store 
a pointer, pID, which points to a merged ID index file block. Each block of the merged ID 
index file then corresponds to a non-empty bin in the merged map. A block of the merged ID 
file stores pointers, pSID, which points to a block of the single data ID index file. Pointers to 
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the raw data tuples, pTuple, are stored in the pointed ID file blocks. The structure of the 
merged index files are illustrated in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Structure of the merged index files 
Data set h 
.......... 
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Once the indexes are merged together, Limn Matrix can deal with only the merged 
indexes to get the overplotting counts for the matrix display. The density transformation 
related user interactions can still be applied in real-time by talking to the merged index files 
only. Subset related user interactions require retrieval of subset records over the distributed 
data sets. Limn Matrix starts from the merged X index to reveal the pointers to the merged y 
index file blocks. Then from the merged Y index file, we can find out the pointers to the 
merged ID file's blocks. From the merged ID file, the query is dispatched to the separated ID
index files associated with the distributed data sets. Subset data are then retrieved from each 
distributed data set. Instead of shipping the subset tuples through the network, Limn Matrix 
projects the subset data to a partial map at the distributed site, and moves back only the 
overplotting counts for the partial map. After getting the partial maps from all the distributed 
sites, Limn Matrix displays the merged map to the plots in the matrix. Overplotting counts of 
the merged map are then recorded separately. Limn Matrix can then deals only with these 
counts to provide real-time responses to changes on subsets' colors or their displaying 
modes. 
3.2.4 Sampling 
The indexing system allows Limn Matrix to locate subset data quickly. However, for 
large data set, the process of retrieving a subset and project it to a partial map can still require 
a very long time. Delay at this step can greatly slow the responding time for subset 
interactions. 
To speed up the subset processing step, we combine sampling techniques with the 
indexing system to reduce data cases. Samples are drawn across the plotting bins. In other 
words, from the entire list of ID pointers for a bin, only a portion of the pointers are selected 
and used to retrieve the data tuples. 
Limn Matrix provides two methods to draw a subset sample. The first method assigns 
a fixed sample size to each bin. Then no matter how many data records are overplotted at 
these bins, a random sample with the uniform sample size is independently applied to each 
bin. 
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The second sampling method Limn Matrix uses is based on the density biased 
sampling technique. A total sample size for the entire subset is set in this method. The total 
number is then divided across the brushed bins according to the overplotting counts of these 
bins. The density biased formula 
M 
pi = ( ) e k ( ) 1-e n1 x ~ ~=o n J 
(5) 
is used here to decide the selection probability of the bins. For a bin i, its selection 
probability pi is determined by the total sample size M and the overplotting counts, n, over all 
the plotting bins. Knowing the overplotting counts and the selection probability of bin i, the 
sample size drawn from bin i is then (ni x pi). 
From the discussion in Section 2.4, we know that the biased factor e can be used to 
adjust the biased level among the bins. When e = 0, a random sample is drawn from the 
entire subset records. Bins with high and low overplotting levels have the same selection 
probability. Low density bins can be missed in this case because they have very few records 
being included in the sample. When e = 1, total sample size is evenly divided among all the 
bins regardless their overplotting counts. This is a similar case as the first sampling method 
Limn Matrix provided. In default, we choose e = 0.5 to let high density bins have enough 
records being selected in a sample and low density bins are not being ignored. 
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4. Test Bed and Results 
We applied Limn Matrix to a forest cover type data set which was obtained from the 
UCI KDD (University of California, Irvine, Knowledge Discovery in Databases) Archive 
online. The data set was submitted on August 1998 by Jock A. Blackard and Colorado State 
University. The primary purpose of the data is to examine the relationship between forest 
cover type and some effective environment factors. There are 54 attributes for a given 
observation (30 x 30 meters spatial grid point) in the original data. For this application we 
chose only 7 variables which including 1 categorical variable and 6 quantitative variables. 
There are 581012 cases in this data set. Variable types and descriptions are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3: 7 variables in forest cover type data 
Variable Type Description 
covertype categorical forest cover type designation 
elevation quantitative elevation in meters 
aspect quantitative aspect in degrees azimuth 
slope quantitative slope in degrees 
dist.water quantitative vertical distance to nearest surface water features in meters 
dist.road quantitative horizontal distance to nearest roadway in meters 
dist.fire quantitative horizontal distance to nearest wildfire ignition points in meters 
Forest cover type was determined from US Forest Service (USFS) Region 2 Resource 
Information System (RIS) data. Seven cover types are designated: 
1 Spruce/Fir 
2 Lodgepole pine 






4.1 Matrix Display 
Figure 19 displays the matrix for the forest cover type data. Totally 21 plots are 
included in the matrix to cover the 7 variables. The vertical bars in the first column plots 
represent the 7 forest cover types. The power value in the transformation function is set to be 
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Figure 19: Matrix display for the forest cover type data (581012 cases, 7 variables). 
Plots in this .matrix reveal many interesting patterns of the data distribution. In the 
elevation vs. distance to water plot (row 4, column 2), we can find several strips parallel to 
each other; and in the distance to road vs. the distance to fire plot (row 6, column 6), we 
observe an almost symmetric distribution along the lower left diagonal. 
4.2 Density Transformation 
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We focus on the elevation vs. distance to water plot (row 4, column 2), to test the 
effects on the plots from changes of the power value. Figure 20 shows a serial change of 
power value from 1 to 0.2. 
a. power = 1 b. power = 0.4 c. power = 0.2 
Figure 20: Sequence views demonstrating power value adjusting. 
When the power value is set to be 1, several parallel stripes are identified in the plot. 
Using a lower power value of 0.4, we find out that besides the parallel stripes, there is high 
density region appears along a horizontal line. Further checking of the value reveals that the 
high density line is around the region with distance to water between -10 to +10 miles. 
Further reducing the power value to be 0.2, we find out that the high density region also has 
the parallel strips, and the high density strips follows the same direction as the entire data's 
distribution. 
4.3 Contour View 
We used contour view to analyze the distance to road vs. the distance to fire plot (row 
6, column 6). The power value is set to be 0.2. We analyze the plot from a 2X zooming in 
window. In Figure 21 (a), a narrow, low density region is picked from the transformation 
control panel. The bins that fall in this region are highlighted in a light blue in Figure 21 (b). 
We find out that the low density bins form 3 major clusters along the edges of the 
distribution. 
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Figure 21: Contour view of the distance to road vs. the distance to fire plot 
a) A low density range is picked from the control panel 
b) Three clusters are found along the edges of the data distribution 
Tests in the three sections (4.1 to 43) deal only with the overplotting counts pre-
calculated in the index files. Responses for these interactions are real-time responses, and are 
not delayed by the data size or whether they are distributed data sets. 
4.4 Subset Brushing 
The interaction of subset brushing uses the indexes to retrieve subsets. The retrieving 
speed is affected by the size of the data set and whether the data sets are distributed to 
separated sites. We evenly divided the 5 81,012 cases of the forest cover type data to two 
separated files. Each file has all the 7 variables and randomly selected 290,506 records. 
Separated indexes are generated for each sub-data file, and then merged together. Table 4 
lists the size of these indexes and the time required to generate them. In Table 5 we compare 
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the case of generating indexes from the un-partitioned data with the case from partitioned 
data. Comparisons are made on the size of their indexes and also the generating time. The 
result is listed in Table 5. 
Table 4: Size and generating time for the distributed and merged indexes 
Data size Indexes size Generating time 
Sub-indexes 1 7,882KB 
(290,506 cases, 7 variables) 
45.1 MB 6'6" 
Sub-indexes 2 7,882KB 
(290,506 cases, 7 variables) 
45.1 MB 6' 6" 
Merged Indexes -- 3.3 2 MB 2' 3 " 
Total 15,197 KB 
(581,012 cases, 7 variables) 
93.52 MB 14' 15" 
Table 5: Comparison on indexes size and generating time for the distributed 
and non-distributed data 




2 evenly distributed 
data sets 
2 x 7,882KB = 15,764 KB 
(5 81,012 cases, 7 variables) 
93.52 MB 14' 15" 
Non-distributed 
data set 
15 ,197 KB 
(581,012 cases, 7 variables) 
91.7 MB 13' 03 " 
Indexes of the distributed data sets have similar size as the non-distributed data set. 
Correspondingly, the indexes generating time in both cases are also very close. The result 
from Table 5 indicates that partition itself does not guarantee saving on either time or space. 
We tested performance of subset brushing by using the indexes generated from both 
of the two cases. The subset of the forest cover type "Krummholz" is brushed from the cover 
type vs. elevation plot (row 1, column 1). The subset has 20,510 data records. The retrieving 
time by using distributed and non-distributed indexes is list in Table 6, and the results of 
plotting the subsets are compared in Figure 22. The result in Figure 22 proves that the subsets 
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retrieved from the non-distributed data set and from the distributed data sets are exactly 
same. With the same retrieving result, the two retrieving methods take different time. Table 6 
reveals that although the total retrieving time of using distributed indexes is a little longer 
than the time of using only non-distributed indexes, retrieval from each sub-data file requires 
shorter time. This result suggests the potential gains of using parallel processing technique. 
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Figure 22: Comparison on plotting results of subset retrieved from distributed 
and non-distributed data set 
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Table 6: Comparison on subset retrieving time using distributed and non-distributed indexes 
Subset size Retrieving time 
2 evenly distributed data 
sets 
Data set 1: 10,229 cases 23" 
Data set 2: 10 281 cases 27" 
Merging p arti al maps < 1 " 
Total: 20,510 cases SO" 
Non-distributed data set 20,510 cases 35" 
4.5 Sampling 
Sampling techniques are combined with the indexes structure in Limn Matrix to 
reduce data cases. We test on the uniform sample size method in this section. By this method, 
all the subset bins are assigned with the same sample size. A serial change of the sample size 
from 10 to 10,000 is illustrated in Table 7 and Figure 23. We focus on only one plot, the 
elevation vs. the distance to road plot (row 5, column 2), in Figure 23. 
Table 7: sample size's effects on subset retrieving time (uniform sample size method) 
Sample size 10 100 1,000 5,000 10,000 
Total subset size 20,510 20,510 20,510 20,510 20,510 
Sampled Subset size 439 3009 14,635 20,510 20,510 
Retrieving time 17" 20" 29" 3 3 " 3 S " 
Plotting result 20(a) 20(b) 20(c) 20(d) 20(e) 
a b c d e 
1 
Figure 23: sample size's effects on subset distribution (uniform sample size method) 
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The results in Table 7 and Figure 23 reveal the fact that smaller sample size results in 
smaller sampled subset which requires less time to retrieve. Although the sample doesn't 
contain all the subset records, we can see from Figure 23 that the shape of the subset is 
reserved in all the five plots. Figure 23 (a) uses the smallest sample size, 10 records per bin. 
Even with such a small sample size, the two major clusters, located at the center and the top 
right corner, can still be easily identified. 
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5. Conclusions and Future Work 
Limn Matrix is an interactive visualization tool which provides dynamic visualization 
for large, multidimensional data. Limn Matrix uses a scatterplot matrix to explore 
relationships between multiple variables. The overplotting problem of using a scatterplot 
with large data size is solved by transforming the overplotting counts to the shades of grays. 
An indexing structure is proposed for Limn Matrix. Records in a large data set are mapped to 
the density counts of the plots through the indexes. Combining sampling technique with the 
indexes, Limn Matrix can reduce data cases and provide supports for real-time interactions 
with the large, multidimensional data. 
Comparisons on operations over the distributed and non-distributed indexes reveal the 
potential of applying parallel processing in Limn Matrix. Multithread execution will be one 
of the directions for our next moves. Staley and B ahrami pointed out that splitting task 
between multiple threads of execution can speed up a task significantly (Staley and Bahraini 
2003). Our future plan is to integrate multithread execution into Limn Matrix, and use 
multiple threads to parallel process responses from distributed data to further improve Limn 
Matrix's performance. 
Another direction of future work is to incorporate additional sampling techniques into 
Limn Matrix. Users will be given the flexibility to choose different sampling method .based 
on the distribution of their data. We will also compare the different sampling methods to see 
how they can affect the distribution of the subset data. 
So far both the two subset views Limn Matrix provides, the shape view and the 
density view, focus only on a subset itself. To understand a subset's relationship with the 
entire data, we need new ways to display the subset data. Displaying the entire data set and 
the subset information together is already a challenge. Various sampling methods can make it 
even harder to represent the relationship between them. We will need to keep testing 
different subset views to find the best way to represent relationships in the data. 
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6. Appendix: Accompanying CD-ROM and Operating 
Instructions 
The CD-ROM appended contains the executable classes and source codes of Limn 
Matrix. The Forest Cover Type data and the full indexes for it are also included. 
Limn Matrix is designed for both PC (Windows 95 or higher) and Linux system. 
165.45MB disk space is required for fully install the package and the test data and indexes. 
Greater than 480 MB memory is recommended for better performance. Computer should be 
connected to network to perform subset related interactions. 
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